
On January 1st 2017 Leonard Joel 

activated our voluntary policy position 

(VPP) on the cessation of rhino and ivory 

trade. As part of this VPP we agreed 

to cease trade on January 1st 2019 in 

all ivory that did not fall under the De 

Minimus principle. 

This principle’s central purpose is to 

remove from the market place all ivory 

except those items where the ivory 

component is so small or insignificant 

that its presence could not reasonably be 

seen to be contributing to maintaining 

value in or creating a market for ivory.

This principle follows the recent USA 

legislation, one of the aims of which is 

to remove from trade all voluminous 

ivory from the market place in an effort 

to disrupt the value of the material and 

make it much more difficult for new ivory 

to find its way on to the market place. The 

policy is inspired by the understanding 

that when the bulk of ivory is removed 

from market circulation, it disrupts value, 

which disrupts demand, which in turn 

will disrupt supply and positively impact 

on poaching and hopefully, inevitably 

end the slaughter.
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THE SPIRIT 
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This gilt bronze sculpture by the artist Chiparus 
containing incidental ivory elements is an example 
of an item that would not be affected by the De 
Minimus principle.

Equally, the principle as interpreted by 

Leonard Joel, respects the incidental, 

ancillary or insignificant use of pre-

1975 ivory as decoration within the 

decorative arts and in the process 

strikes some balance with the antiques 

trade and collecting community. In this 

sense, the parallel aim of the policy 

is to enable the continued trade in 

objects where the ivory component 

is integral but so insignificant that it 

cannot be meaningfully contributing to 

maintaining the value or trade in ivory. 

By no means does our definition of De 

Minimus allow the trade in all antique or 

small ivory objects but we believe in our 

hearts that our definition optimises the 

policy to ensure the integrity of the goal 

is upheld. And that goal is to disrupt 

the value in ivory while respecting the 

incidental, ancillary or insignificant use 

of ivory within the decorative arts.

Our detailed policy position is available 

for download on our website and if 

you believe, like we do that this trade 

needs to end, please encourage other 

auctioneers and traders to embrace our 

position.
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